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1. Introduction

When sampling is made from a specifiedpopulation there is no
doubt as to the appropriate model to be used in making inferences
about the parameters of the model, and the tests of significance are
completely determined. In practical fields, an experimenter often
faces the problems of incompletely specified models, i.e., when
sampling is made from an unspecified population. Such cases of
incomplete specification of models can be resolved by performing
preliminary test(s) of significance (PTS) initiated by Bancroft[l].

1.1. Some related papers

There are many examples where preliminary test(s) of signifi
cance have been used as an aid in determining the model specification
to be used in subsequent inferences. The use of preliminary test(s)
of significance in model specification and making subsequent infer
ences have been made in many investigations. Some of the related
papers are; Bancroft [1], [2], Bennett [3], Bozivich, Bancroft &
Hartley [4], Gupta & Saxena [5], Gupta & Srivastava [6], Kitagawa
[7], Paull [9], Saxena [10], [11], [12], Saxena & Gupta [13], Saxena
& Srivastava [14], Singh [15], Srivastava [16], Srivastava &
Bancroft [17], Srivastava & Bozivich [18], Srivastava & Gupta[19]
and Tailor & Saxena [20].

1.2. Statement of the problem and objective of the present study

Suppose we are given four independent mean squares : V4, V3,
V2 and vi based on tu, nz, «2 and m degrees of freedom respectively.
It is desired to test the null hypothesis Ho \ E{vi)=E{v^ against the
alternative//i: £'(v4)>£'(v3) when given a priori that E{Y^'^E{vi)
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and ^(v2)>£'(ri). Now one of the ways of testing Ho against Hi is
to compare Vi and vs by the f-statistic and to reject Ho if the
observed value of the ratio V4/V3 comes out to be significant. It is,
however, suspected though not known with certainty that E(yz)
might be equal to £'(vi) and to £(vi). In these instances, we can
obtain better test (s) based on PTS for testing Ho. The present inves
tigation is concerned with an examination of the power function and
the study of some theoretical results on size of the SPT procedure
for the following mixed model of a Split-Plot experiment in RBD
using two PTS.

i—1,2,

+ j=\, 2, p, ...(1.3)
k=\, 2, ...., q,

where yijj, denote the observation of A:th sub-plot of the jth whole
plot in the /th block, -r^, Ys and are the fixed effects such that

ST^=EYft=0, SSjft=0 for all k and S5jit=0 for all j.
j k j k

The random components bi, e,-, and e mc are independently
distributed as normal with zero means and respective variances oiP',

2 2
c7gaada^,. The analysis of variance resulting from model (1.3) is

shown in Table 1, where.

^ and
Y

=--h-TT p-\ Z/ ^ ^^2
are finite population variances.

TABLE 1

Analysis of Variance of a Crossed and Mixed Model for RBD with

Split-Plot

Source of Variation Degrees of
Freedom

Mean
Square Expected Mean Square

Blocks r-l

Whole-Plot Treatments p-l=ni n

11

+rqa^

Error (I) (r-l){p~\)=n3 V3 "3 = "e' +

Sub-Plot Treatments g-l=n2 V2

Interaction

Error (II) p(q~l)(r -l)=ni Vl a? =
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Given four independent mean squares vj (i= 1, 2, 3, 4) based

on rti degrees of freedom as in Table 1 such that E{vi)=c!^ , we

are interested in testing the hypothesis Ho : =0 against the alter-
T

native hypothesis Hi: o-® >0 when there is uncertainty whether
o-f >0 and (7- >0. For the test of Ho, the following sometimes

pool test (SPT) is proposed.

Sometimes Pool Jest (SPT) Procedure. Reject Ho if at least
one of the three mutually exclusive events Ri (/= 1, 2, 3) given below
occurs ;

R2

Rz:

where

Fi23 "= n2V2 + /J3V3)//U23, «123 = «l + n2+ W3,

K,-3=(«<v,+7JjV,•)/;;», na^iu+iij,

Fi=F(n3, nil «i), Fz^F {m, im', a-z),
F3'='F(ji4, "123; «3), F4=F{tii, nis; 0.4),

F5= F(«4, "3 ; «5),
and nj; «s) denotes upper 100a4.% point of JF-distribution with
m and nj degrees of freedom.

2. Power and Size of SPT Procedure

We, now, know that I'i {/ = t, 3) are distributed as X- of /m,
where Xj is the central chi-square statistics with «< degrees of freedom
and V2, i'4 are distributed as xf and xf allm respectively,
where 1'̂ is the non-central chi-square statistic with m degrees of
freedom and non-centrality parmameter

1 f 2 2 X, 2^2= Y "2 («^2 ~ '

and xf is the non-central chi-square statistic with degrees of
freedom and non-centrality parameter

1 / 2 2 SI 2

Vs
<Fi,

V2
< F2,

Vi

Vi Vis V123

Vs

Vi
<Fi,

V2

Vis
> F2,

V4

Vi,

Vs

Vi
>Fi,

Vi

Vs
>Fs j

>4=-^ fh (^4 - IT3 )/'cr„
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Ou using the central chi-square approximation to non-central
chi-square due to Patnaik (1949), we find that n2V2 and rt4V4 are

approximately distributed as xl cr® c, and <^1 Ci respectively,
where is the central chi-square statistic based on degrees of

freedom V2 and the scalar constant ca, respectively, as

V2=«2-f-4 Ag /(«2+ 4X2) and C2=l+2X2/(n2+2X2),

is the central chi-square statistics based on degrees of

freedom V4 and the scalar constant a, respectively, as

V4=n4+4X4 I(«4+4X4) and
C4= H-2A4/(«4+2^4).

The joint density of the independent mean squares vi, V2, ^3

and V4 (using Patnaik's approximation) will be given by

i-v2-l irts—1 iVi—1
«(vi, V2, V3, Vi)=K*Vi V2 V3 V4

Xexp
MlVl

2cr,2
J , «2V2 • «3V3 I W4V4

niViC2 JiiviCidsi
...(2.1)

2/2where isf* is a normalizing constant and 631 .

Introducing the new variates

nm _ «2V2 r,^
ui= 7—, M2= , ...(2.2)

nmcidzi nwicz

where

«3V3 nivi
UZ'== n

niviOzi ' 2cr,^ '

and integrating w from 0 to co, the joint density of the new variates
Ui, Ui and us is obtained as follows :

iv4-l Jva-l in3-l
r/ s Ui U2 Usm. U2,«) =K • -(2.3)

(l + «l-fZ/24-W3)

r{K»i+v2-l-«3-t-v3)} „
r(i«i)r(iv2)r(|n3)riv4)












